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Abstract
While hardware transactional memory (HTM) has recently
been adopted to construct efficient concurrent search tree
structures, such designs fail to deliver scalable performance
under contention. In this paper, we first conduct a detailed
analysis on an HTM-based concurrent B+Tree, which uncovers several reasons for excessive HTM aborts induced
by both false and true conflicts under contention. Based
on the analysis, we advocate Eunomia, a design pattern
for search trees which contains several principles to reduce
HTM aborts, including splitting HTM regions with versionbased concurrency control to reduce HTM working sets,
partitioned data layout to reduce false conflicts, proactively
detecting and avoiding true conflicts, and adaptive concurrency control. To validate their effectiveness, we apply
such designs to construct a scalable concurrent B+Tree
using HTM. Evaluation using key-value store benchmarks
on a 20-core HTM-capable multi-core machine shows that
Eunomia leads to 5X-11X speedup under high contention,
while incurring small overhead under low contention.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.3 [Concurrent
Programming]: Parallel programming
Keywords Hardware Transactional Memory; Concurrent
Search Tree; Opportunistic Consistency

1.

Introduction

The emergence of hardware transactional memory (HTM) [18]
provides a new opportunity to construct concurrent tree
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structures. HTM exploits cache coherence mechanisms
to protect the consistency of critical sections, which
may approach the performance of fine-grained locking or
even lock-free schemes while preserving the simplicity of
programming with coarse-grained locking. For this reason,
there have been plenty of efforts to provide concurrent
tree structures (e.g., binary search tree and B-Tree) using
HTM [9, 31, 33], which was shown to achieve comparable
or higher performance than lock-based schemes under low
contention.
However, HTM, as an opportunistic scheme, can have
a high abort rate under contention, where access conflicts
among multiple cores may collapse the performance of
an application. Yet, there are a number of scenarios in
which applications may face high contention [20, 21, 32],
due to an increased number of processor cores [36], a
skewed distribution of key accesses [16], or the contention
on shared entities in databases [21]. Consequently, current
HTM-based concurrent search tree structures fail to deliver
stable and scalable performance when workloads exhibit
high contention.
This paper attempts to answer a natural question: with
the assistance of HTM, can we construct a concurrent search
tree structure that delivers high and scalable performance
even under high contention? To answer this paper, we first
present a detailed analysis of the performance of a recent
concurrent HTM-based B+Tree used in several in-memory
databases [9, 31, 33]. We choose the B+Tree [3] because it
is a representative concurrent search tree structure widely
adopted in databases and file systems. Our analysis uncovers several key issues leading to non-scalable performance
under contention.
First, conventional search tree structures store keys in
sorted order, which incurs severe false sharing under HTM
due to a coarse-grained (i.e., cache line) conflict checking.
Second, conventional search tree structures intrinsically contain pervasive shared metadata to maintain semantics, and

RTM1 as an example to illustrate the semantics and quirks
of HTM.
RTM provides xbegin and xend primitives to enclose
a critical region which should be executed transactionally.
Memory addresses read and written within an RTM region
constitute the read-set and write-set accordingly. A conflicting access occurs if one RTM transaction (i.e., a running
instance of an RTM region) has a read set that overlaps
with another concurrent transaction’s write set or if their
write sets overlap. RTM provides strong atomicity [5]. If an
RTM transaction conflicts with concurrent memory operations from other transactional or non-transactional code, the
processor will abort the transaction. If an RTM transaction
is aborted, all its writes will be discarded and the program
state will be rolled back to the beginning of the execution.
Otherwise, all memory modifications within an RTM region
will appear to happen atomically.
However, as a hardware mechanism, RTM provides no
forward progress guarantee. Consequently, it is the programmers’ responsibility to provide a fallback handler when an
RTM transaction retries a predefined threshold. In practice,
the fallback handler usually acquires a coarse-grained lock,
all other transactionally executing threads eliding the same
lock will abort, and the execution serializes on the lock [12].
Hence, the performance of an RTM transaction will fall back
to a coarse-grained lock scheme with additional cost of RTM
aborts.

accesses to shared variables usually cause conflicts among
transactions. Third, most HTM conflicts occur in common
parts, which will abort the entire transaction and incur an
expensive retry, leading to excessive re-execution overhead.
Based on the analysis, we present Eunomia, a design
pattern that attempts to tackle the above issues with the following design guidelines. First, based on the observation that
most HTM conflicts happen in the leaf layer, we partition
a monolithic HTM region into multiple parts and protect
the atomicity of different parts using HTM respectively.
A version-based scheme is utilized to guarantee overall
consistency at the boundary of different HTM regions. With
this scheme, most conflicts only cause retry within the partitioned transaction pieces, instead of the entire monolithic
transaction. Second, to eliminate false conflicts incurred by
consecutive data layout and metadata accesses, Eunomia
refactors the tree structure in a partitioned way, which
dispatches concurrent requests to different segments. Third,
to throttle the true conflicting requests, Eunomia adopts an
efficient mechanism, which anticipates potential conflicts
and avoids them accordingly. Finally, Eunomia adopts an
adaptive contention control mechanism, which can detect
various contention rates and achieve high performance under
both high and low contention.
We have applied these design guidelines to a concurrent
B+Tree on Intel’s Restricted Transactional Memory (RTM),
called Euno-B+Tree. Experimental results using the YCSB
benchmark to evaluate key-value store performance show
that under high contention, Euno-B+Tree can yield 5X-11X
speedup over conventional HTM-based B+Tree and 1.6X
speedup over fine-grained lock-based B+Tree, with less than
6% overhead under low and modest contention. The space
overhead is lower than 5%.
In summary, this work makes the following contributions.
• A comprehensive analysis of an HTM-based concurrent
search tree structure (i.e., a B+Tree) under high contention.
• A design pattern with four design guidelines for scalable
concurrent HTM-based tree structures.
• A scalable and concurrent B+Tree that applies the above
design pattern, yielding high performance and scalability
with contended workloads.

2.

2.2

Algorithm 1 HTM-Based Put Interface
1: procedure P UT(key, newVal)
2: XBEGIN()
3:
node = root
4:
d = depth
5:
//1. traversing internal nodes
6:
while d 6= 0 do
7:
node = node.findChild(key)
8:
d=d-1
9:
//2. traversing leaf nodes
10:
leaf = node
11:
record = leaf.findRecord(key)
12:
if record 6= null then
13:
record.value = newVal;
14:
else
15:
newNode = leaf.insert(key, newVal)
16:
//3. propagating splits upwards
17:
while newNode =
6 null do
18:
parent = newNode.getParent()
19:
newNode = parent.insertNode(newNode)

Background and Motivation

This section describes the necessary background regarding
HTM and uses B+Tree, a widely used concurrent search tree
structure, to illustrate the issues of using HTM to construct
concurrent search tree structures under contention.
2.1

HTM-based B+Tree

20: XEND()

HTM Semantics and Concurrent B+Tree

The promising features of HTM like strong atomicity
and processor-assisted conflict detection have stimulated the

With the commercial availability of IBM z- and p-Series [8,
29] and Intel Haswell [11] processors, HTM [18] has been
widely available to the mass market. Here we use Intel’s

1 We
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will use RTM and HTM interchangeably in this paper

2.3

Throughput (Million ops/sec)

use of HTM to construct concurrent search tree structures.
Here, we use an HTM-based B+Tree from DBX [31], an inmemory database, as an example. A B+Tree is a B-Tree in
which internal nodes only store keys, and only leaves are
associated with values [3]. The HTM-B+Tree adopts HTM
regions to protect operations of the B+Tree such as get, put,
and delete. This design was later adopted and shown to be
effective in other distributed in-memory databases [9, 33].
Since most HTM-B+Tree operations share the major process
of accessing B+Tree, we use the put operation as an example
to illustrate the access algorithm of HTM-B+Tree in Algorithm 1, which comprises the following steps. For brevity,
we omit the structural changes and rebalance operations.
(1) Traversing the internal nodes (Lines 6-8). In this
stage, the request traverses tree edges from the root to the
target leaf node; (2) Traversing the leaf nodes (Lines 10-15).
The request first detects if there are duplicate keys in the
target leaf. If so, the put operation changes into an update;
otherwise it will insert a new record; (3) Propagating splits
upwards (Lines 17-19). For a put operation, if the target
leaf node is already full, then insertion triggers splits, and
propagates the split upwards until encountering an internal
node with empty slots.
The three stages are included in a monolithic HTM region
marked by xbegin and xend primitives; such a coarse-grained
HTM region eliminates the complexity of maintaining finegrained locks and makes it easy to reason about correctness.
As a result, it was shown to have much better performance
compared to a state-of-the-art B+Tree (i.e., Masstree [19])
under low to modest contention [31].
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Figure 1: Performance under different contention rates.

HTM Aborts per Operation

that without counters. As shown in Figure 2, the HTM abort
rate increases sharply with the contention rate; the HTM
abort rate for θ = 0.9 is around 47X higher than that for
θ = 0.5. The collected CPU cycles also show that frequent
HTM aborts and retries waste more than 94% of the total
CPU cycles when θ = 0.9.
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Figure 2: HTM aborts incurred by different reasons.

Issues under High Contention

To understand the underlying reasons for collapsed performance under high contention, we perform a detailed
analysis and uncover three main sources of aborts.
• High retry cost due to monolithic transactions. While
using a monolithic transaction for a critical section
provides consistency with trivial effort, it also causes
increased abort rates. Even worse, a retry from a leaf
node would waste a lot of useful work, causing high retry
cost. Our analysis finds that the distribution of conflicts is
non-uniform in the B+Tree: more than 90% of conflicts
occur in the leaf level. In this case, a conflict in leaf nodes
will abort the entire tree traversal from root to leaf, even
though there is no conflict in internal nodes.
• False conflicts. False Conflicts are conflicts incurred
by requests accessing different records. False conflicts
stem from two major reasons. The first one is cache line
sharing of consecutive records. B+Tree arranges keys
stored in a node in a consecutive manner to provide an
ordered store. However, such data layout causes severe
conflicts under high contention. Since HTM detects
conflicts at cache line granularity, concurrently accessing
data in the same cache line would result in increased
conflict rates within nodes. The second reason is accessing the shared metadata in the B+Tree. A conventional

While the HTM-based concurrent tree structure has high
performance under low and modest contention, its performance may collapse under high contention. To illustrate
this, we evaluate the throughput of HTM-based B+Tree
using the YCSB benchmark with the Zipfian input distribution [16, 24]. We adjust the skew coefficient θ in the Zipfian
distribution to simulate different levels of contention. We
test it on a 20-core platform with Intel’s TSX [11] support.
All the performance results are collected using 16 threads
(a few cores are reserved for controlling threads). Threads
are distributed equally on two sockets (detailed experimental
setup in section 5.1).
As shown in Figure 1, with low contention rate (i.e.,
skew coefficient θ < 0.6), the HTM-based B+Tree achieves
high and stable performance. However, when the contention
rate increases (e.g., θ > 0.6), performance of an HTMbased B+Tree drops sharply. When θ = 0.9, the performance
decreases to lower than 3 million ops/s. To understand the
reasons behind the performance collapse, we collect the
number of HTM aborts. Since adding performance counters
to each HTM region severely hinders the overall throughput,
here we set performance counters in every 10 operations, so
that the performance with HTM counters deviates little from
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B+Tree inherently contains pervasive shared variables to
maintain tree structure invariants (e.g., number of layers
and version number of nodes). We categorize conflicts
incurred by shared metadata as false conflicts since their
target records are actually different. Since it is difficult to
directly measure the exact percentage of false conflicts,
we approximate the decomposition by excluding other
affected factors and estimating the abort rate. To estimate
the impact of “same record,” we modified the Zipfian
distributed workloads to prevent different threads from
accessing the same records and collect the reduction on
HTM aborts. We calculate the HTM aborts from accessing different records (e.g., when inserting consecutive
records) by subtracting previous rates from the total rate.
As to shared metadata, it is hard to remove all shared
variables in the tree structure as some are indispensable
to proceed with execution. We remove shared variables
for version and node status, and estimate the reduction of
aborts. As shown in Figure 2, 87%-90% of conflicts are
caused by requests to different keys, which is the primary
reason for the growth of abort rate. Besides, the conflicts
incurred by shared metadata contribute 6%-10%, which
is also a non-negligible source.
• True conflicts. True conflicts are conflicts incurred by
requests accessing exactly the same record. For workloads under high contention, the probability that multiple
requests access the same record simultaneously is inherently high, which is a significant source of conflict. From
Figure 2, we can observe that 9%-12% of conflicts are
incurred by requests to the same records.

3.

if it needs to retry from the root (rare case) or just from the
leaf nodes (common case). In this way, Eunomia can ensure
the consistency while notably reducing the retry cost.
Partitioning data layout to reduce false conflicts. Consecutive memory layout pervasively exists in concurrent search
trees like the leaf nodes in a B+Tree. However, such a
layout incurs high false conflict rate when multiple threads
access the data in the same cache line. To address this issue,
Eunomia first partitions the continuous records in leaf nodes
into multiple segments. Then requests to adjacent records
will be randomly distributed to different segments located in
different cache lines. Since requests to adjacent data are scattered to different segments randomly, the false conflict rate
can be reduced. For operations requiring ordered data (e.g.,
range query in B+Tree), Eunomia uses buffers to store sorted
keys gathered from multiple segments temporarily. Hence,
the original ordering semantics can still be maintained.
Proactively detecting and avoiding true conflicts. The
probability that multiple threads access the same record is
high under high contention. Therefore true conflicts also
impact performance significantly. To mitigate this, Eunomia
proactively detects potential true conflicts and avoids them
accordingly. Eunomia adopts two main techniques. First,
when a node is nearly full or being split, requests to this node
are likely to incur conflicts. Therefore, Eunomia employs a
fine-grained advisory lock to serialize concurrent requests to
a leaf node if it is near full or in the process of split. Second,
detecting potential conflicts of every operation could be
a time-consuming process. Eunomia leverages a Bloom
filter [4] based mechanism to approximately detect potential
conflicts at low cost. For example, with a Bloom filter
attached to each leaf node, requests to a non-existent key
in the segment will be eliminated, reducing the conflict rate.

Eunomia Design Pattern

Based on the above analysis, this section describes the Eunomia design pattern, which comprises four design guidelines
to scale concurrent search tree structures under contention
using HTM:

Adopting adaptive contention control strategy. While the
above design guidelines are helpful for a high contention
scenario, applications usually exhibit changing workloads
with different levels of contention. As the designs to handle
high contention may bring overhead under low contention,
Eunomia uses an adaptive contention control strategy to
detect contention rates and bypass extra overhead when
contention is low.

Splitting large HTM transactions with opportunistic consistency validation. Since retrying a large HTM transaction causes high retry cost, an intuitive way is to decompose
a large HTM transaction into a few smaller HTM transactions. Based on the observation that the distribution of
conflict aborts may be non-uniform, the decomposition can
be guided by the distribution of aborts to reduce the retry
code path, e.g., separating the internal nodes from the leaf
nodes. However, one key remaining challenge is that there
is no longer an atomicity guarantee among the decomposed
transactions, which causes inconsistency for a concurrent
data structure. To this end, Eunomia uses a version-based
opportunistic consistency validation. The idea is based on
the observation that for concurrent search trees, the interior
tree structure is updated less frequently than the leaf nodes.
Eunomia can use a version number to represent the tree’s
generation and only update it upon a split or rebalance
operation. The leaf nodes can then check the version to see

4.

Concurrent B+Tree using Eunomia

This section describes how to apply the Eunomia’s design to construct a contention-conscious concurrent B+Tree
(namely Euno-B+Tree).
4.1

Design of Euno-B+Tree

Splitting HTM transactions: reducing retry cost. As
shown in Figure 3, Euno-B+Tree splits the original HTM
region into two parts: upper region, protecting the atomicity
of index traversing, where conflict rate is low; and lower
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Scattered leaf nodes: reducing false conflicts. As shown
in Figure 4, Euno-B+Tree redesigns the leaf layer in a
scattered way. Each leaf node is separated into multiple
segments. Only the keys in the same segment are kept
sorted and stored consecutively, and the value pointers are
combined with keys for the convenience of sorting and
reorganization. Each segment has its own metadata to record
the number of stored elements. To avoid the conflict in the
same segment, we use a write scheduler to assign each
put operation to a random segment. Each leaf node also
maintains a version number to ensure the consistency of
the separated HTM regions. Each leaf node maintains a
lock (split lock) to serialize concurrent split operations. We
directly use a per-leaf advisory lock because concurrent split
operations on the same leaf node are highly likely to conflict
with each other.
In addition, we allocate reserved keys in each leaf node
as a buffer to hold the sorted keys for operations requiring
ordered results (e.g., range query). The reserved keys have
the following functions.
(1) Storing old records for a node split. If a node is split,
the reserved keys in each split node will be used to store
old records. The length of reserved keys equals the number
of records distributed from the original node. (2) Storing
records overflowed from segments. As analyzed in Section 4.2.2, to make room for further concurrent insertions,
if an insertion overflows a segment, the reserved keys will be
dynamically expanded and all records in segments will be
moved to it. (3) Storing sorted records for range queries. All
of records in segments will be sorted and moved to reserved
keys when there is a range query operation.
When reserved keys are expand, the total size of segments
is shrunk to keep that the size of all segments plus the size of
reserved keys equals the size of the original space in a node.
The records in reserved keys could also be searched and
updated. However, the partitioned segments and reserved
keys work together to scatter different operations, which
reduces the probability of false sharing. Such a design
sacrifices the performance of search operations. However,
since each segment and reserved keys are already sorted,
performing a merge sort is quick and the sorted results can
be reused for consecutive search operations.
Example. For a get request, to search a specific record,
Euno-B+Tree will compare the first and last elements of
each segment and of the reserved keys since keys are ordered
within each segment while unordered among multiple segments. For an insert operation, Euno-B+Tree uses the write
scheduler to assign the operation to a random segment. With
the random write scheduler, the probability that multiple
requests collide within the same segment is reduced.

xbegin

…

upper region

…
xend

Internal Node

…
…

xbegin

…

Conflict Control
Module

…

…

Leaf Node

lower region …
xend

…

…

Scheduler
Key Slots

Figure 3: Overview of Euno-B+Tree structure

region, protecting the atomicity of leaf nodes accessing,
where conflict rate is high.
Trivially splitting the monolithic HTM region may introduce inconsistency issue when node splits: consider if a
thread tries to insert record A, while a concurrent thread
tries to read record B. The read request will get the leaf
node pointer by traversing the tree index in the upper region.
However, before it enters (or retries) the lower region, the
leaf node may be split due to the concurrent insertion and
record B is moved to the sibling leaf node. The read request
will fail to get record B. The problem is the read request
gets the leaf node pointer in one HTM region, while it scans
the leaf node in another HTM region. As a result, the read
request is not aware of concurrent splitting.
Euno-B+Tree adopts the version-based consistency validation approach through a two-step transactional operation.
The first step passes a leaf pointer to the latter one. This
pointer is the “connection point” between two adjacent
transactions. If the pointed leaf splits, the overall atomicity
could be violated. Therefore, the overall consistency should
be guaranteed by a version number tracking the split operation (Figure 4). At the end of the upper region, the request
finds a pointer to the target leaf node, and reads the version
number of this node into a local variable before exiting the
upper region, while the version number will be checked
after entering the lower region (Section 4.2.1). For the above
example, after the read request gets the leaf node pointer in
the upper region, it also reads its version into a local variable.
When a leaf node is split, its version is updated. Therefore,
the read request will be aware of the split event by checking
the version number at the beginning of accessing the lower
region or a new retry. As a result, only when the leaf node
splits will a request retry from root; otherwise a conflicting
request just retries in the lower region.

Parallel LeafNode

Write Scheduler

key_num: 0
Segment 1

key_num: 0

Segment 0
Reserved Keys

Key-Value Pair

Split Lock

…

key_num: 0

Segment N

Conflict control with fine-grained locking: reducing true
conflicts. To proactively detect and eliminate true conflicts, Euno-B+Tree adds a conflict control module above
each leaf node. The conflict control module uses fine-

Version Number

Reserved Key-Value Pair

Figure 4: The data layout of leaf nodes.
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4.2.1

Get/Put Interfaces

Hash
lock_bits

Algorithm 2 Get/Put Interface (Two-Step Tree Traversal)
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:

mark_bits
Figure 5: The hash function of conflict control module.
grained atomic locks to detect potential conflicts and avoid
two conflicting operations from accessing the same record
simultaneously. Figure 5 shows the basic layout of the
conflict control module for a single leaf node. It has a hash
function and two bit vectors: mark bits and lock bits. The
target key of a request will be hashed to a bit in the vector.
The lock bits function as fine-grained atomic locks attached
to each slot in the leaf node. It detects and serializes all
concurrent requests accessing the same key. It can avoid
conflicting operations (put vs. get, put vs. put) to enter the
HTM region simultaneously. The mark bits vector is used to
indicate the existence of the according key, resembling the
working mechanism of Bloom filter. If a request searches
for a nonexistent key, the mark bits will eliminate it from
entering the leaf node; thus fewer threads could enter the leaf
node and conflict rate is reduced further. We set the length
of the bit vector twice as the leaf node’s fanout so that the
space overhead is kept below 5% while the false positive
rate is kept under 6%.
Example. Consider two concurrent operations on the
same record: read and update. In a conventional HTMB+Tree, the read operation will abort as the concurrent put
will update the value of the same record. In contrast, with
the conflict control module, the read request will set the lock
bit first before entering the HTM region, then the put request
will be blocked until the read request finishes. As a result,
true conflicts in the HTM region are avoided.

32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:

Adaptive concurrency control. To reduce the overhead
for low contention rate, we use a contention detector in
conflict control module, which detects the contention rate
and adjust the contention control strategy accordingly. First,
the detector predicts the conflict probability of a leaf node
based on historical data. When the conflict rate of a leaf node
keeps below a threshold for a time period, its contention
rate is considered to be low. In such a condition, the new
incoming request will bypass the conflict control module and
leaf locks, skipping the overhead brought by these modules.
4.2

57:
58:

procedure T RAVERSE(REQ TYPE, key, newVal)
RETRY:
XBEGIN() //upper region
node = root
leaf = findLeaf(node, key)
seqno = leaf.seqno
ccm = leaf.CCModule //get the conflict control module
XEND()
slot = hash(key)
while !CAS(ccm[slot].lockBit, 0, 1) or leaf.isLocked() do
spin()
exist = ccm[slot].markBit
if !exist then
if REQ TYPE == GET then
record = null
else //REQ TYPE == PUT
//insert the key if it does not exist
insert = CAS(ccm[slot].markBit, 0, 1)
if insert and leaf.isNearFull() then
leaf.lock() //hold the lock for split
XBEGIN() //lower region
if seqno != leaf.seqno then
consistent = false //inconsistency happens
else
if exist then
record = leaf.getRecord(key)
if REQ TYPE == PUT then
if record == null then
record = I NSERT(leaf, key)
record.value = newVal
XEND()
if leaf.isLocked() then
leaf.unlock()
ccm[slot].lockBit = 0
if !consistent then
goto RETRY
if REQ TYPE == GET then
return record

Algorithm 2 shows the traversal procedure shared by
both get and put operations. In Euno-B+Tree, the traversal
procedure is divided into two phases. The atomicity of each
phase is protected by an HTM region, one for the upper
region (Lines 23-28) and one for the lower region (Lines 4151) accordingly. The fallback strategy is similar to that used
in DBX [31] and DrTM [33]. We set different thresholds for
different types of aborts, where an HTM region will enter
the fallback path according to the thresholds. We omit the
fallback path here for brevity. The conflict control module is
used to prevent conflicting requests from entering the lower
region simultaneously (Lines 29-40).
To process a put or a get request:

Algorithms

Based on the above design, we further describe how EunoB+Tree handles common B+Tree operations, including get,
put (it will be changed into a simple update if the target key
exists; otherwise it will be changed into an insertion), and
range query.
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1. Euno-B+Tree first traverses the tree index from the root
to reach the leaf node (Lines 23-28). The atomicity of the
traversal is protected by an HTM region. Before exiting
the HTM region, it reads the current version number into
a local variable (Line 26).

Algorithm 3 Insertion and Split
59: procedure I NSERT(leaf, key)
60:
idx = RandomScheduler()
61:
while leaf.segs[idx].isFull() and retries < threshold do
62:
idx = RandomScheduler() //retry with a new idx
63:
retries += 1
64:
if !leaf.segs[idx].isFull() then
65:
record = leaf.insertSegment(idx, key)
66:
else
67:
if leaf.hasSpace() then //the node has sufficient space
68:
//move the keys to reserved space
69:
leaf.moveToReserved()
70:
leaf.shrinkSegs()
71:
record = leaf.insertSegment(idx, key)
72:
else if !leaf.isFull() then
73:
leaf.moveToReserved()
74:
record = leaf.insertSegment(idx, key)
75:
else //node is really full
76:
//move the keys to reserved space
77:
leaf.moveToReserved()
78:
leaf.sortKeys()
79:
newNode = leaf.split()
80:
leaf.seqno += 1
81:
//which one is to insert
82:
toInsert = compareKeys(leaf, newNode)
83:
record = toInsert.insert(key)
84:
while newNode != null do
85:
parent = newNode.getParent()
86:
newNode = parent.insertNode(newNode)

2. Before entering the lower region, Euno-B+Tree uses
the conflict control module to serialize conflicting accesses on the same node (Lines 29-40). This is done
by atomically checking and setting the lock bit of the
corresponding key (Line 30). We use a set of atomic locks
to protect the atomicity of each byte in the bit vector.
After a request sets the lock bit successfully, it will check
if its target key exists or not by checking the mark bit
(Line 32). If it does not exist, for a get request, it will
assign a null value to the record; for a put request, it
will set its bit in the mark bits vector and begin an insert
procedure. For an insertion operation, if the leaf node
needs to be split due to the capacity limitation, it will try
to acquire the split lock before splitting (Line 40). The
subsequent operations will be blocked by the lock from
entering a node in split process (Line 30).
3. Scanning the leaf node is protected in the lower region
(Lines 41-51). At the beginning, it needs to check the
version number of the leaf node. If it has changed, it
means the node was split by a concurrent request before
entering or retrying the lower region (Line 43). In this
case, a request in the lower region could scan the wrong
leaf node. Thus it should retry from the root and search
for the latest proper leaf node. Otherwise, the leaf node
is still valid; the request will search for the target key in
this leaf node (Line 46). If the target key is not found in a
leaf node, the put request will insert a new key (Line 49);
otherwise, it will update the value of an existing key
(Line 50).
4.2.2

87:

return record

different available segments (segments with empty slots),
then multiple insertions can be processed concurrently.
Each insertion affects only the local variables within
the segment, so that no false conflicts will be triggered
by data shifts or shared variables. If the target segment
is full, the scheduler will retry the distribution attempt
(Figure 6a).

Insertions

When a put request attempts to update a non-existent record,
it will include an insertion to the tree structure. As discussed
in Section 2, highly-contended workloads usually result in a
large amount of highly concurrent operations, and intensive
put operations incur highly concurrent insertions. Intensive
insertions, combined with consecutive layout of leaf nodes,
often generate false conflicts. Retaining concurrency while
reducing false conflicts is the starting point of our insertion
algorithm.
Based on the partitioned leaf nodes introduced in Section 4.1, Algorithm 3 illustrates concurrent insertions. The
important steps are shown in Figure 6.

2. If the retry times exceed a threshold, then we can infer
the leaf node is near-full or the key-value pairs stored in
segments distribute unevenly. In this case, we move the
elements in all segments to reserved keys (Figure 6b),
then clean the segments to accommodate new concurrent insertions. If the retries are incurred by an uneven
key-value distribution, after we reorganize the keys to
reserved keys, there could remain sufficient room in
segments to support further concurrent insertions.
(a) If there is still sufficient room to hold new keys
(Figure 6c), the scheduler continues to distribute concurrent insertions to different segments (Lines 67-71).

1. The write scheduler will randomly distribute incoming
requests to different segments (Lines 60-66). The random
function records the index it generated last time, and
guarantees that the current index is not duplicated with
the last one (Line 60). If all insertions are distributed to

(b) If there is not sufficient room for new keys, the
advisory lock is acquired for a further split operation
(Lines 75-86).
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Figure 6: Concurrent insertions to a leaf node
By this means, the leaf node allocates concurrent insertions to different segments, and the shared metadata is naturally divided into several parts. False conflicts are mainly
due to put operations (including updates and insertions) to
consecutive records. By scattering the accesses to multiple
segments and reserved keys, the probability of multiple
requests accessing adjacent records is reduced; thus the false
conflict rate can be decreased.
4.2.3

3. The original node is split according to the normal scheme
of a B+Tree. The version number increases to keep
consistency (Line 80). The parent node also should be
adjusted accordingly. (Figure 7c and Lines 83-86).
4. In new nodes, old key-value pairs inherited from the
old node are stored in reserved keys, and the remaining
empty slots are evenly distributed to multiple segments.
So that segments will be entirely empty to store new
records. (Figure 7d).
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In such a sorting-split-reorganizing way, we can constrain
the randomness of keys within the leaf node layer. The
new keys inserted to parent nodes are ordered, and thus the
internal nodes are still arranged in an ordered way.
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4.2.4

Parallel LeafNode

Range queries, which access a set of consecutive keys, are
an important interface for ordered indexes. In Euno-B+Tree,
when a range query request reaches a leaf node, the node will
be locked by the advisory lock, and key-value pairs stored
in all segments will be moved and sorted in reserved keys.
Hence, the scan iterator can get a sequence of ordered keys.
The traversal process of a deletion is similar to that of a
put operation; the tree structure simply labels the status of
the record as deleted and clears the corresponding mark bits.
The tree will not re-balance instantly. Euno-B+Tree reuses
the deletion and garbage collection scheme in DBX [31] to
clean up the unused nodes.
Re-balance. Instead of re-balancing the tree on every
deletion instantly, we do the re-balance when the number
of delete operations exceeds a threshold. Previous research
has proved that such a re-balance scheme has theoretical and
empirical advantages [26] and has been adopted by many
prior systems [19, 31].
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Figure 7: Splitting a node
When a node in a B+Tree is full, a new insertion will
trigger a split. The current node is split into two nodes with
original keys evenly distributed. The content of the parent
node will be adjusted accordingly, and the split propagates
upwards if the parent nodes are full themselves.
Given the insertion semantics related in the previous
section, the keys in leaf nodes of Euno-B+Tree are arranged
in a partially unordered manner (ordered within a segment,
unordered among segments). Therefore splitting a node in
fact includes both sorting and splitting steps. The procedure
of the node split is presented in Lines 75-86 of Algorithm 3.

4.3

Proof Sketch

This section argues the correctness of our algorithm by
showing that the lower region is always consistent with
the upper region. More specifically, we need to prove that
(1) the version of a leaf node seen in the upper region is
mutual consistent with the version seen in the lower region;
(2) introducing the conflicting control module does not affect
consistency; (3) all the acquired locks will eventually be
released.

1. When a node splits, Euno-B+Tree first locks the leaf
node to block new incoming insertions; otherwise they
are highly likely to conflict when the keys are being
reshuffled.
2. Then the keys in the original node are sorted and stashed
to reserved keys in an ordered manner (Figure 7b and
Lines 76-78).
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Version numbers are the key to ensuring the mutual
consistency of the leaf node. By comparing the version
number at the beginning of lower HTM region (line 42), we
ensure that the leaf node has not changed since the upper
HTM region committed. Second, adding the conflicting
control module only reduces conflict but does not affect
overall correctness. To prevent false negatives introduced by
the mark bits, the bit locks are used to ensure the mark bits
(line 38) are atomically updated with the insert operation.
Third, to show that all acquired locks will eventually be
released, we first argue there is no deadlock among concurrent operations. This is ensured by letting all operations
acquire different locks in the same order. We also show every
operation makes forward progress. As we use a fallback
handler for the HTM to ensure it will not retry infinitely,
the operation will eventually execute the code at line 53 and
line 54 which release the bit lock and the leaf lock.

5.

We here adopt the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [10], which is a representative benchmark
for large-scale key-value storage. For each record, both key
and value have 8 bytes fixed size. The get/put ratio is set to
the default value of 50%/50%. The key range is set to 100
million. The average tree depth is 6 and run duration is set
longer than 20 seconds to get stable performance. Unless
otherwise specified, we use Zipfian as the default input
distribution, private to each thread (intra-thread locality).
The Zipfian distribution has a skew coefficient θ, and the
probability of accessing a key k is given by
1
(1)
P (k) ∝ ( )θ
k
Thus, we can easily increase the contention rate by
increasing θ. With θ = 0, all records are accessed with the
same probability (uniform distribution); with θ = 0.99, the
“hottest” tenth of the values in the set are accessed by 41%
of the requests.

Tree Evaluation

5.2

Throughput
Throughput (Million ops/sec)

Our implementation of Euno-B+Tree consists of approximately 600 lines of code in C++. By evaluating the prototype, we try to answer the following questions:
• Does Eunomia solve all the issues discussed in sec-

tion 2.3?
• Can Eunomia deliver better performance than a fine-

grained locking B+Tree even under high contention?
• Can Eunomia achieve performance scalability under dif-

ferent contention levels?
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Figure 8: Throughput under different contention rates.

5.1

HTM Aborts per Operation

• How does each design choice affect the performance?

Experimental Setup

All experiments were conducted on a 20-core server (two
2.30 GHz 10-core Intel R Xeon R E5-2650 chips) running
Linux 3.19.0. Each core has private 32 KB L1 data cache,
32KB L1 instruction cache, and 256 KB L2 cache. Each chip
has a shared 25 MB L3 cache. The cache line size is 64 bytes.
The total DRAM size is 256 GB. We use Intel’s Restricted
Transactional Memory to implement atomic regions.
We compare Euno-B+Tree with three different concurrent B+Tree implementations: (1) An HTM-based B+Tree
adopted by many database systems [9, 31, 33], which uses
HTM to protect the atomicity of the entire operation. We
reuse the fallback strategy and retry policy in DBX [31].
(2) A highly optimized concurrent B+Tree implementation
derived from Masstree [19]. It uses fine-grained locks to
achieve good scalability. However, we still use the term
“Masstree” for simplicity. (3) An HTM version of Masstree,
denoted as HTM-Masstree. It uses HTM region to protect
the entire Masstree operation (as in (1)), subsuming multiple
elided locks.

70
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Figure 9: Comparison of HTM aborts incurred by different
reasons.
To see whether Eunomia solves the issues discussed in
Section 2.3, we repeat the experiment in Figure 1; the data
are shown in Figure 8. When the contention is low or even
modest (θ < 0.6), Euno-B+Tree can obtain similar performance as HTM-B+Tree about 36.85% higher than Masstree.
This is because Euno-B+Tree uses adaptive concurrency
control to reduce most overhead under low contention, while
Masstree’s fine-grained synchronization needs to execute
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additional instructions. According to our analysis, when θ
= 0.5, the amount of instructions executed by Masstree is
about 2.10X that of Euno-B+Tree. The extra instructions primarily come from the “before-and-after” version checking
mechanism in Masstree (§4.6 of [19]). For example, when
θ = 0.5, a put operation in Masstree needs on average to
check and manipulate a version number about 15 times while
traversing the tree. Under high contention (θ > 0.6), EunoB+Tree can achieve 11X speedup over HTM-B+Tree (18.6
M vs. 1.7 M Ops/s with θ = 0.99). This is because Eunomia eliminates most aborts compared with HTM-B+Tree
(Figure 9): 60.3 vs. 1.9 aborts per Op under extreme high
contention. Compared with Masstree, it has 65% better
performance even under high contention. This is because
Euno-B+Tree executes around 40% fewer instructions under
high contention. Performance of the HTM-based Masstree is
worse than Masstree under both low and high contention.
This is because HTM-based Masstree has shared variable
accesses which incurs frequent HTM aborts. This shows
that, even for a highly optimized concurrent B+Tree, it is
still hard to directly take advantage of HTM.

5.4

Get/Put Ratio

30

Scalability

30
Euno-B+Tree
Masstree
HTM-Masstree
HTM-B+Tree

25

Throughput (Million ops/sec)

Throughput (Million ops/sec)

5.3

contention. However, since Masstree needs to execute more
instructions for synchronization (40% more instructions per
thread), this overhead is amplified by adding more threads.
As a result, Eunomia is 52%-63% better than Masstree under
high contention. HTM-Masstree fails to scale after 8 cores.
Under modest contention (Figure 10b), the performance of
HTM-B+Tree begins to collapse after 4 threads due to the
increase in abort rate. Masstree still has stable performance
as false conflicts do not waste CPU cycles. Under high or
even extreme contention, Euno-B+Tree still has reasonable
scalability and performs better than Masstree (21.9 M vs.
13.1 M Ops/s with 20 threads) for extremely high contention. This benefit is still from the fact that HTM simplifies
the algorithm which makes it execute fewer instructions than
Masstree.
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Figure 11: Performance under different get/put ratios in
Zipfian Distribution (θ = 0.9).
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Get and put are the fundamental operations of a keyvalue store. Interleaved reads and writes often exacerbate
contention. Here we measure the impact of the get/put ratio
on overall performance. We consider ratios of (1) 0%
get/100% put, (2) 20% get/80% put, (3) 50% get/50% put,
and (4) 70% get/30% put.
The default ratio of YCSB is 50% get/50% put [10],
and we adjust the percentage of get and put to simulate
read-heavy and write-heavy situations. Since Eunomia is designed for concurrent tree modifications, we do not consider
the all-get case here.
We measure the Zipfian distribution with high contention
(θ = 0.9) under these get/put ratios. The performance is
shown in Figure 11. From the results, we can observe that
Euno-B+Tree can achieve near-linear scalability under various get/put ratios. The speedup increases with put ratio, and
the advantage of Eunomia is most obvious with 100% puts
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Figure 10: Performance scalability under different contention levels.
Besides the skew coefficient, an increase in the number
of threads also intensifies the contention rate. Here we
evaluate scalability with increasing threads under different
levels of contention. We set θ by referencing previous
research [14, 36]: 0.2 to simulate low contention; 0.6 for
modest contention; 0.9 for high contention. We also set θ
to 0.99 to simulate extremely high contention. Figure 10
shows the results. Thanks to the adaptive control, under low
contention (θ is 0.2), Euno-B+Tree scales smoothly and is
very close to HTM-B+Tree. This indicates that the adaptive control can reduce most performance cost under low
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distribution is tested with θ = 0.9). From the figure, we can
observe that Euno-B+Tree can achieve scalable performance
under various input distributions, higher than HTM-B+Tree
and lock-based Masstree. In the Poisson distribution, SelfSimilar distribution, and Zipfian distribution, the performance of HTM-B+Tree collapses when threads exceed 2
or 4, due to the CPU time wasted by HTM aborts and
retries. Under the normal distribution, the input distributes
densely around the expected value; thus, the performance
of HTM-B+Tree keeps at a low level, without any obvious
trend increasing. The performance of Masstree can scale
stably under Zipfian distributions since its contention is
comparatively modest among the four input distributions,
yet is 38%-51% (40% on average) lower than Euno-B+Tree
due to the number of executed instructions.

(Figure 11a). This is because the put operations introduce
more conflicts, in which case Euno-B+Tree is much better
than other alternatives. The performance of Masstree also
scales smoothly with threads, but is still 25% lower than
Euno-B+Tree on average.
5.5

Different Input Distributions
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Figure 12: Performance with different input distributions
under high contention.
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Since the input keys may follow various kinds of distributions in real use cases, we measure performance with
the following mainstream input distributions. Requests with
different types of contended keys constitute different input
distributions and thus impact the performance of B+Tree
systems in different ways.
• Poisson: A common distribution in probability and
statistics, Poisson expresses the probability of a given
number of events occurring in a fixed interval of time or
space if such events happen with a known average rate
and independently of the time since the last event. The
skew coefficient is determined by the expected value λ.
Here we set contention such that the 10% hottest records
are accessed by 70% of the requests.
• Normal: Here the requests are chosen to follow a Normal distribution with mean of N/2, where N is the set
to cover a moving range of leaf nodes. The standard
deviation is set to 1% of the mean to simulate a skewed
situation. Here we set contention such that the 10%
hottest records are accessed by 67% of the requests.
• Self-Similar: Common in network traffic, the requests
in this distribution follow an 80-20 rule [16]. Within
any range of the distribution, the skew coefficient is the
same as in any other region. Here we set contention such
that the 10% hottest records are accessed by 66% of the
requests.
The get/put ratio is set to the default 50%/50% in each
distribution. The results are shown in Figure 12 (the Zipfian

Figure 13: Impact of Different Design Choices. The relative
performance is labeled on the top of each column.
To understand the performance improvement and cost
from various design aspects, we here present an analysis of
multiple factors in Figure 13. The benchmark is the YCSB
with Zipfian input distribution with 20 threads under both
high contention (θ is 0.9) and low contention (θ is 0.2).
Baseline refers to an HTM-B+Tree using a single RTM
region to protect the entire operation. +Split HTM means
splitting the monolithic HTM region into two parts, and
using version numbers to protect consistency. +Part Leaf
refers to partitioning the leaf nodes to avoid false conflicts. +CCM lockbits/+CCM markbits refer to adopting the
lock bits/mark bits in the conflict control module. +Adaptive means adopting adaptive concurrency control under low
contention.
First, splitting the monolithic HTM region gets 1.83X
speedup under high contention, as the overhead of rollback is reduced. Under low contention, it introduces 3%
overhead, as it doubles the number of RTM instructions
for each operation. Second, partitioned leaf nodes (+Part
Leaf ) generates 4.58X speedup under high contention, as
it decreases the false conflict rate caused by accessing
the same leaf node. But it incurs 4% performance slow
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down under low contention by introducing extra overhead
on searching. By further reducing false conflicts, +CCM
lockbits and +CCM markbits get 9.68X and 11.10X speedup
under high contention. They also introduce overhead (8%
and 2%) under low contention due to extra computation.
With +Adaptive, the overhead introduced by the system is
successfully bypassed. As a result, we only have 2% performance overhead under low contention, which is brought by
extra HTM instructions and version checking.
5.7

it difficult to argue correctness. Compared with them, we
leverage HTM to simplify the implementation and provide
good scalability.
Recent works [30, 31] also try to use HTM to simply the
implementation of concurrent data structures. However, it
could also exhibit pathological performance if misused. Dice
et al. [13] note that memory allocators could incur certain
pathological cases. Unlike them, who use HTM intuitively,
we figure out more subtle design to achieve scalability
under high contention. Brown et al. [7] also find that multisocket architecture could have a critical influence on the
behavior of HTM, as cross-socket cache access lengthens
the time to complete a transaction. In our research, we have
also noticed the impact of NUMA architecture. However,
NUMA architecture only magnifies the impact of transaction
conflicts. Our research attempts to find a way to eliminate
conflicts, thus solve the problem from the source.
An extensive body of research has discussed techniques
to improve HTM efficiency by splitting monolithic transactions. Hassan et al. [17] propose optimistic transactional
boosting (OTB), which divides each operation of concurrent
data structures into three steps (traversal, validation, and
commit). Afek et al. [1] propose consistency oblivious
programming (COP), which splits concurrent code to boxes,
and allows sections of code that meet certain criteria to
execute without checking for consistency. Xiang et al. [34,
35] propose software partitioning of hardware transactions
(ParT). It splits common operations into read-mostly planning phase and write-mostly completion phase. These methods try to reduce conflicts by shrinking transaction size, and
our design differs from these works in two aspects: first, we
focus on highly-contented workloads; second, we attempt to
reduce both true and false conflicts.

Memory Consumption Analysis

In the design of Euno-B+Tree, two structures would involve
additional memory consumption: reserved keys and the
conflict control module. The conflict control module consists
of two bit vectors for each leaf node and its memory
consumption is negligible. Therefore, the main memory
overhead comes from reserved keys. Here, we evaluate
the memory consumption overhead of Euno-B+Tree using
Valgrind toolset [23]. The workload includes getting and
putting 10 million keys in a Zipfian distribution with 16
threads. The node fanout is set to 16, and run duration is
set to longer than 20 seconds to get stable performance.
1. We have measured the memory overhead under different
contention rates. We varied the skew coefficient of the
Zipfian Distribution from 0.0 to 1.0. The results show
that the average memory consumption overhead is 5.64%
(1.79GB v.s. 1.69GB) (from 2.44% to 7.64%).
2. We have also measured the memory overhead with different get/put ratios: 0.2/0.8, 0.5/0.5, and 0.8/0.2. The
results show that the average memory consumption overhead is 4.21% (1.62GB v.s. 1.55GB) (from 2.91% to
5.80%).
3. We have also measured the memory overhead with different input distributions. The input distributions include
Self-Similar Distribution, Poisson Distribution, and Uniform Distribution. The results show that the average
memory overhead is 2.20% (1.81GB v.s. 1.77GB), 6.91%
(1.81GB v.s. 1.70GB), and 2.25% (1.77GB v.s. 1.74GB)
respectively.

7.

Conclusions

As such analysis results show, the additional memory consumption is small. The major reason is that reserved keys
work as a buffer to hold the keys being sorted for split
and scan operations. Such data structures are allocated and
expanded dynamically and will not hold redundant space.

We have presented Eunomia, a design pattern for concurrent search tree structures under high contention. First,
Eunomia provides a new strategy of partitioning monolithic
transactions to reduce abort rate. Second, Eunomia scatters
the original tree structure to reduce false conflicts. Third,
Eunomia adopts fine-grained advisory locks to eliminate
true conflicts. Fourth, Eunomia adapts away the overhead
under low contention. We have shown the effectiveness of
Eunomia by refactoring a concurrent B+Tree according to
Eunomia design patterns.
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A.

Artifact Appendix

• glibc 2.19 or later versions.

A.1

Abstract

• python 2.7.6 or later versions.

This artifact contains all the artifacts, data, and shell scripts
of Eunomia. It supports the throughput results in Section
5 (Figure 8,10,11,12) of our PPoPP 2017 paper Eunomia:
Scaling Concurrent Search Trees under Contention Using HTM. To validate the results, build the artifacts, run the
test scripts and check the results presented in text output files
and tables.
A.2
A.2.1

A.3

Installation

• We here provide installation steps to present the build

process, including installing all dependent libraries and
compiling the programs.
• Enter Top directory
$ cd AE /
$ export TOP = $ ( pwd -P ) # default directory

Description

• Activate the TSX support of CPU and install the depen-

Check-list (artifact meta information)

• Algorithm: Eunomia, HTM-B+Tree

dent libraries

• Program: C/C++ code

$ cd $TOP / Script /
$ ./ i n s t a l l _ d e p e n d e n c y . sh

• Compilation: gcc 4.8.4 with -O2 flag
• Binary: C/C++ executables

• Build Eunomia & HTM-B+Tree with ycsb benchmark

• Data set: Customized YCSB benchmark

$ cd $TOP / Code / euno_ycsb /
$ ./ make_ycsb . sh

• Run-time environment: Ubuntu 14.04 LTS x86-64 or newer
Ubuntu versions

A.4

• Hardware: Dell PowerEdge R730, Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650,
2 sockets, 20 cores, 256GB DRAM

For the convenience of the artifact evaluation, we provide
a script called ppopp.sh which reproduces the results of
Section 5 described in the paper. Then the results will be
stored in the output text files.

• Output: Runtime and/or throughput
• Experiment workflow: Install hardware/software dependencies; compile the program; run the scripts; observe the
results

$ cd $TOP / Script /
$ ./ ppopp . sh < index > < iterations >

• Publicly available?: Yes

A.2.2

The first parameter <index> is the index of results to
be reproduced. The second parameter <iterations> is the
number of iterations to run. The eventual result will be the
average value of multiple iterations. Each iterations will be
executed for about 20 minutes.

How delivered

The artifact is released through GitHub code repository
available at: https://github.com/Eunomia2016/AE
A.2.3

Hardware dependencies

• Results in Section 5.2 (Figure 8)

Eunomia requires Intel CPU with Transactional Synchronization Extensions (TSX) support, NUMA architecture, and at least 2 sockets with 20 hardware cores in
total. The artifact uses POSIX threads for concurrency
and pins each threads to a specific hardware core with
pthread setaffinity np; hyperthreading is switched
off. Eunomia also requires processors support atomic
synchronization primitives.
A.2.4

Experiment workflow

$ cd $TOP / Script /
$ ./ ppopp . sh 0 3 # index is 0 , iteration is 3
# check results
$ cat $TOP / Data / forms / figure8 . txt
# you could run ./ c he ck _refe re n ce . sh 0 to check
# the pre - generated results for reference

• Results in Section 5.3 (Figure 10)
$ ./ ppopp . sh 1 3
# check results , theta =0.2
$ cat $TOP / Data / forms / figure10_0 .2. txt
# check results , theta =0.6
$ cat $TOP / Data / forms / figure10_0 .6. txt
# check results , theta =0.9
$ cat $TOP / Data / forms / figure10_0 .9. txt
# check results , theta =0.99
$ cat $TOP / Data / forms / figure10_0 .99. txt
# you could run ./ c he ck _refe re n ce . sh 1 to check
# the pre - generated results for reference

Software dependencies

• jemalloc memory allocator.
• libnuma-dev library.
• gcc with built-in functions for atomic memory access,

which are included in gcc 4.1 or later.
• gcc with Intel RTM and HLE intrinsics, which are in-

cluded in gcc 4.8 or later.

• Results in Section 5.4 (Figure 11)

• Linux Kernel 3.19.0 or later versions.
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in the paper. Figure (b) presents the data generated by a
random run on a test platform (Dell PowerEdge R730). Due
to the difference of hardware, the absolute number is not the
same, especially when HTM-B+Tree is under the marginal
contention rate (θ=0.7). However, the speedup of Eunomia
compared to other versions is clear and stable. Under θ =
0.99, Eunomia in Figure (a) generates 11.04X speedup over
HTM-B+Tree; and the speedup is 11.16X in Figure (b), with
only 2% deviation.

$ ./ ppopp . sh 2 3
# check results , read ratio =0
$ cat $TOP / Data / forms / figure11_0 . txt
# check results , read ratio =0.2
$ cat $TOP / Data / forms / figure11_0 .2. txt
# check results , read ratio =0.5
$ cat $TOP / Data / forms / figure11_0 .5. txt
# check results , read ratio =0.7
$ cat $TOP / Data / forms / figure11_0 .7. txt
# you could run ./ check_refe rence . sh 2 to check
# the pre - generated results for reference

• Results in Section 5.5 (Figure 12)
40

A.5

40
Eunomia
HTM-B+Tree

35

Throughput (Million ops/sec)

Throughput (Million ops/sec)

$ ./ ppopp . sh 3 3
# check results , distribution type = Normal
$ cat $TOP / Data / forms / figure12_N or mal . txt
# check results , distribution type = Poisson
$ cat $TOP / Data / forms / fi gure12_Poisson . txt
# check results , distribution type = Self - Similar
$ cat $TOP / Data / forms / figure12_Self - Similar . txt
# you could run ./ check_refe rence . sh 3 to check
# the pre - generated results for reference
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(a) Performance data provided (b) Performance data generated
in the paper.
by a random test platform.

Evaluation and expected result

Figure 1: Performance data comparison of Figure 8.

The expected results include both runtime and/or throughput. It should reproduce the results similar to that shown in
Section 5 (Figure 8,10,11,12).
Here we provide a sample of expected results and experiment comparison, which reproduces the data shown in
Section 5.2 (Figure 8). Figure (a) is the graph presented

A.6

Submission and Reviewing Methodology

Please refer to http://cTuning.org/ae/submission-20161020.html
for the submission and reviewing methodology.
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